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February 12,1998

U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D. C. 20555

Attention: Document Control Desk

Subject: Assigning docketed due dates to open ended NRC Commitments

The purpose of this letter is to docket closure dates for open ended NRC commitments
made by Quad Cities. The attached list (Attachment A) contains these commitments and
their due dates.

Ifyou have any questions concerning this letter, please contact hir. Charles Peterson,
Regulatory Affairs Manager, at (309) 654-2241, extension 3609

Respectfully,

dd. b -,

E. S. Krafl, (,/
Site Vice President

Quad Cities Station

Attachment A "Open Ended NRC Commitments"

A. B. lleach, Regional Administrator, Region 111cc:

R. M. Pulsifer, Project Manager, NRR
C. G. Miller, Senior Resident Inspector, Quad Cities
W.-D. Leech, MidAmerican Energy Company
D. C. Tubbs, MidAmerican Energy Company
F. A. Spangenberg, Regulatory Affairs Manager, Dresden
INPO Records Center

'Office of Nuclear Facility Safety, IDNS
DCD License (both electronic and hard copies) i'
M. E Wagner, Licensing, Comed kh |
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The following NRC commitments are being submitted with due dates:

In R, Pulsifer letter to Quad Cities, dated June 28,1996, the staff reguested we perform.

new or modified surveillances prior to TSUP implementation. During the performance of
these suiveillances, procedure revisions were identified. The following procedures require
revisions prior to use during QlP01: QTS 0170-07, QCTS 0310-06,0300-04,0300-03,
0300-02,0300-01 (NTS 2541239602101.02C.01). This action will be completed by
2/27/98.

In LER 96-012 we made the following commitment to prepare a review plan to identify.

open items within the component classification program and ensure resolution of those
items. In the process of executing this commitment we identified the following open
items:

Component Classification related changes to components in the Diesel Fuel Oil
(DO) system. Close out open item DOQC10 listed in CC-QC 001, This will be
completed by 11/1/98. (NTS 2541809601201.03)

Component Classification related changes to components in the High Pressure
Coolant Injection (HP) system. Close out open items listed in Tab D of CC-QC
003. This will be completed by 4/15/98. (NTS 2541809601201.04)

Component Classification related changes to Standby Gas Treatment System
(SBGTS). Closeout open items listed in CC-QC 009. This will be completed by
11/1/98. (NTS 2541809601201.14)

In LER 96-023 we made the following commitment to initiate a predefine model work.

request which initiates a periodic maintenance procedure to perform a loop calibration for
the loop of gauge FI 1/2 5795-307 which includes calibrating the reading of the permanent
gauge to actual airflow as determined by a Pitot tube traverse. In the process of executing
this commitment we identified an additional commitment to initiate and receive approval
for procedure QCIPM 5700-04 "B" Control Room HVAC Flow Loop Calibration. This
will be completed by 3/31/98. (NTS 2541809602301.01)

In ESK Letter 97-058, dated 3/21/97, detailed the commitments made from the.

Enforcement Conference held on February 27,1997. The station committed to conduct a

safety system functional inspection on CREVS after Q2R14. This will be completed by
12/19/98. (NTS 2541239700605)
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in ESK letter 97-008, dated 2/6/97, the station made the following commitments ine

response to the NRC 50.54(f) letter.

A verification and validation of the regulatory design basis information
(10CFR50.2) contained in the UFSAR will be performed. This will be completed
by 5/31/99. (NTS 2541239703502)

Ifit is determined that calculations do not exist or are inadequate to support
essential design bases requirements, a needs evaluation will be performed. This
will be completed by 5/31/99. (NTS 2541239703503)

In T. J. Maiman letter to B. Beach, dated 1/30/97, the following commitments were made=

in response to the NRC 50.54(f)'etter.

All approved DBD manuals, existing and planned, will be validated for adequacy,
correctness and consistency with the UFSAR, other applicable design documents
and plant procedures. This will be completed by 12/31/00.

(NTS 2541239703504)

In a limited number of selected areas, topical DDD manuals will be developed to
promote understanding of the existing information in the UFSAR and other
sources (3 system,7 topical). This will be completed by 12/31/00.
(NTS 2541239703505)

in LER 2-93-022 the station made the following commitments:e

Replace the ECCS Room floor drain check valves with float operated Globe drain
valves. This will be completed by 8/31/99. (NTS 2651809302201)

Reroute the ECCS bedplate drains to floor drains inside the room. This will be
'

completed by 8/31/99. (NTS 2651809302202)
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